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Description
PrestaShop to Afterbuy Order transmission module submits the orders to
Afterbuy automatically.
Afterbuy is the leading all-in-one-solution for e-commerce.

Benefits for merchants
Manage you orders and your customer communication in Afterbuy
- Automate your multichannel e-commerce
- Synchronize orders from Prestashop to Afterbuy
- Sell in PrestaShop and create the invoices in AfterBuy
- Manage easily your data in cross platform selling’s
- Easy installation and configuration
- Have all your orders in one place

START-OFFER:
New customers get Afterbuy-Startbonus99.99€ for free!
With the purchase of the module „PrestaShop to Afterbuy order transfer“ there
is a credit of Afterbuy in the amount of 99.99 €. To receive the credit, please
open a support ticket after purchase and submit your Afterbuy username. We
will forward this to Afterbuy and you will receive the credit from Afterbuy.
Afterbuy is the leading all-in-one-solution for e-commerce in Germany.
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Features
- Submits the orders from PrestaShop to your Afterbuy account
- Shows orders from PrestaShop in Afterbuy
- Update of the product stock
- Easy insulation and implementation
- The orders will be transfered immediately, and back in time since the activation of the module, to Afterbuy

Following Data will be synchronized:
1. order
carrier name, total shipping, payment method
2. products
amount of products, product reference, product name, product price, tax,
amount, weight
3. customer
username (email), title, forename, surname, alternative delivery address
3.1 invoice address
company, address 1, address 2, postalcode, city, state, country, email, birthday
3.2 delivery address
company, address 1, address 2, postalcode, city, state, country

Required fields
product/artikel name, product/artikel number, product/artikel price
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Attention: The module transfers only the orders and not the product/artikles.
If you want to sync product/artikles from Afterbuy to PrestShop full automaticly you need the module: Afterbuy to PrestShop product transmission and the
Afterbuy XML-API.

Installation
- Shop modul at PrestaShop marketplace
- Load modul at Server and installieren
- Go to Afterbuy.de -> Tools -> API‘s to Afterbuy and order the;
Shop-API (need to pay) -> see screenshot above
- Go to the settings of the module
- Insert your credentials from AfterBuy: Partner-ID, PartnerPass and User-ID

Setup
allow_url_fopen -> should be active on server
Der Hook „displayOrderConfirmation“ in theme is required

Debugging
Please activate the Debug-Mode in PresaShop and search for the Error messsages in the Log-Console.

Testing
For testing please delete all data and clear the PrestaShop cache before reimporting data.
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